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Nitin Mittal (Company Secretary): So good morning and welcome to all to the 8th Annual General

Meeting of Signify Innovations India being held through VC OAVM. I am Nitin Mittal, company Secretary

of the Company. Members were advised and recommended to join the meeting through devices such as

laptops or desktops for better experience and have stable Wi-Fi or LAN connection to avoid any

technical disturbances. For smooth conduct of the meeting audio facility of only those members who

have registered themselves to share their views, ask questions would be unmuted. Further, the

transcript of the meeting shall be made available on the website of the company as soon as possible after

the conclusion of the meeting. I understand from representative of K Fin Technologies that we have

sufficient members to constitute the quorum. Now I request our Esteem Chairman, Mr. Vinayak

Deshpande to proceed with the meeting. Over to you, Sir.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Good morning ladies and gentlemen. I am Vinayak

Deshpande, Chairman of the Audit Committee, the Stakeholders Relationship Committee, Member of

the Nomination and Remuneration Committee. I have pleasure in welcoming all of you to this 8th

Annual General Meeting of the Company. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your

continued support and presence here today. I must share that all efforts feasible under the current

circumstances have been made by the Company to ensure effective participation by the members of

Company and for voting on the items set out in the notice. I have been informed that requisite quorum

as per Companies Act 203 being present. I declare the meeting as validly convene, Now I would like to

request my members of the board who are attending this meeting through VC to introduce them one

by one. Sumith. Sumith. Sumith. Sumith, May I request you to introduce yourself?

Nitin Mittal (Company Secretary): I think Sumit is not able to hear. Maybe others can introduce,

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Yeah, can we Sangeeta? May I request Sangeetha to introduce

herself. Sangeetha. Nitin. can you hear me?

Nitin Mittal (Company Secretary): I can. I can hear you.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Yeah. Yeah. So I’m just wondering whether Sumit Sangeeta,

other members of the board are you able to hear me.

Sangeeta: I can hear you. Are you able to hear me?

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Yeah. You’re a little. Yeah. Yeah. Can you be a little? I. We

can hear you, but not very properly. So Sangeeta.
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Sangeeta: Yeah. OK. I’m Sangeeta Pendurkar. Yes, independent director of the company and
chairperson of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee, CSR committee and member of the audit
committee.

Mr. Vinayalc Deshpande (Chairman): Thank you Sangeetha. Can we request Sumith Sumit, can you
introduce yourself?

Sumit Joshi: Thank you. Chairman. I’m Sumit Joshi, Vice Chairman, Managing Director and CEO of the
company. I’m also the member of Nomination and Remuneration Committee, Stakeholders Relationship
Committee, CSR Committee and Chairman of the Banking and other Operations Committee of the
Board. Thank you.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): May I request Dilip to please introduce himself.

Dilip Jose: Thank you, Chairman. I’m Dilip Jose, independent Director of the company and a member
of the Nominations and Nomination and Remuneration Committee as well as Stakeholder Relacionship
Committee. Thank you.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Dibyendu

Dibyendu Raychaudhury: Thank you, Chairman. I am Dibyendu Roy Choudhury. I’m the whole time
Director and CFO of the company. I’m also the member of the audit committee and banking and others
operation committee.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Thank you Vikas.

Vikas Malhotra: Thank you Chairman. I am Vikas Malhotra, whole time Director of the company. I’m
also the member of CSR committee and banking and other operations committee.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Thank you. Thank you everyone. Let me introduce Mr. Amit
Chugh, partner, S.R. Batliboi and company, statutory auditors of the company who is also present in this
meeting. May I requesc now Mr. Sumit Joshi to say a few words about the business of the company.
Please.

Sumit Joshi: Thank you Chairman and all our dear shareholders. A very, very good morning to each
and everyone of you. It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to 8th Annual General Meeting of
Signify Innovations India Limited. Friends, this has been a landmark here for our country as several
notable developments further strengthen our growing influence in the global economy. This year. India
proudly holds the presidency of G20, marking a significanc milestone in our global leadership role. With
India taking the presidency for the first time, we are steering discussions and initiatives among the
world’s major economies to address complex challenges. With our Chandrayaan 3 program. we also
became the first country in the world to successfully land a spacecraft in the lunar South Pole region and
the 4th country to land on moon after Soviet Union, United States and China. Historic Women’s

Reservation Bill was also passed in both houses. aiming to reserve 33% of seats in Lok Sabha and state
assemblies for women. This is a great move by government and will be transformative in upholding the
right to participation for women and gender equality in India. While all of this has been very, very good
year, 2022 and 23 also saw huge disruptions. Worldwide world has become far more volatile, walls are
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being raised and we see disruption all over. And all of this just after the global pandemic. There were

persistent supply chain issues and inflation conspired to create an increasingly volatile and unpredictable

external environment that profoundly tested our agility and resilience. The increased interest rates

brought in to control the inflationary environment negatively impacted consumer sentiment in the short

term. While the high volatility impacted our business to some extent, our team adapted to evolving

realities and customer needs in this contest, Our professional business delivered a stellar performance,

while our consumer lighting business was impacted by weak demand and negative consumer

sentiment. Let me just take you through some business and financial performance. Dear friends, despite

the volatility in the country’s overall macroeconomic environment during the year, your company

managed to deliver good business results by swiftly taking multiple mitigation actions and simultaneously

managing our prices to offset the structural part of inflation. We managed to register a healthy 11.2%

growth in our top line and 12% growth in profitability year on year. We also declared an interim

dividend of 62.5O paise. 625% per equity share to all our shareholders. Our consumer lighting business

was impacted by negative consumer sentiment during the year and we posted moderate 6.7% growth

over last year. However, we continued our investments in innovation and introduced several new

products for consumers such as Philips full grow LED bulb, India’s first full glass LED bulb and expanded

our Philips Smart Wi-H lighting range. We also added new products like silent fans under our equaling

fans portfolio. Our professional lighting solutions business delivered an impressive 23.4% growth as the

government spends on infrastructure. Increased business activities regained momentum this year. We

also won prestigious lighting projects such as ATTEL breach, Ripon Building, Eden Gardens Cricket

Stadium. Uttar Pradesh Vidhan Sabha in addition to other significant private sector projects with TCS,

Qualcomm, Infosys, etc. Our engineering services from our innovation Lab in Bangalore and Cooper

Lighting operations in Pune also grew and we increase our headcount in these centers significantly. Our

home lighting business also registered a healthy growth on account of new home constructions picking

up across India. To tap into this growth opportunity, we expanded our Philips smart lighting hub

network to 274 stores at country growing adoption of LED lighting. We expected our conventional

lamps business that witnessed expected degrowth of 10%, but however this category will continue to

decline sharply. In coming time, we will it to be in this category. Let me speak about sustainability. With

the climate emergency even more urgent, the world needs sustainable technology innovations that will

help mitigate the challenges around us. Our energy efficient products and connected lighting range can

help consumers lower their energy consumption. Our Brighter Lives Better World 2025 program sets

bold targets across the areas on climate, action, circularity and social impact. At the end of 2022. our

Global Brighter Lives revenue was 27%, our circular revenues were 29% and our Climate Actions

revenues were 65%. This progress and leadership and sustainability was recognized externally as

sustainability data placed us in top 1% of our industry globally. We also secured an inclusion in Dow

Jones Sustainability Index and CDP Climate air list for the 6th year in running. Our CSR initiatives and

commitment to the society is very, very dear to us. Light is a fundamental need of human life as it expels

darkness and creates opportunities for people to work, study and move after sunset.

As a significant part of our country’s population is still living without reliable access to electric light. Our

CSR programs aim to enable underserved communities to have sustainable access to light. We positively

impacted 1,000,000 lives this year with our CSR programs spread across the breadth of the country.

We illuminated 178 schools, 56 villages. 44 healthcare centers and 25 playgrounds through our solar

based lighting. As we progress in 23-24, we will continue to drive our strategy which is based around
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our purpose of unlocking extraordinary potential of light for brighter lives and better world. We see
commoditization in the category and would strive to upgrade the market to better technologically
advanced lighting solutions both in consumer as well as professional business. We will continue to focus
on delighting our customers with amazing and dependable lighting performance. Lastly. on behalf of our
Board of Directors and our leadership team, I extend my appreciation to all our talented employees
who are committed to our company’s purpose on a daily basis. I also thank our customers for their
trust and loyalty, which provides us motivation and energy to continue our leadership position in the
industry. Finally, I would like to thank all our shareholders for their confidence in us and our strategy.
Thank you, Vinayak. You’re on mute.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Thank you. Sumith coming to the meeting. The notice for this
meeting dated 26 july 23. was even members and notice to that effect published in the newspapers.
With your permission I take the conveying this meeting as read. The members note the auditor’s report
on the financial statements of the company for the year ended by 1st March 2003, did not have any
qualifications, observations or comments of the auditors on the financial actions or matters which has
any adverse effect on the finger of the company. However, there is one remark made by the auditors in
the financial statement also as part of the Directors report which to be read in the meeting. Now I
request Amit Chug, partner SR Batliboi and company, scatutory auditors of the company.

Amit Chug: Hi, thank you, Chairman and good morning to all the shareholders for this particular
comment. With regard to backup, there was a new clause that was introduced in the month of August
22 with regard to daily backups that are required to be maintained in India. Now, while the company is
maintaining backup, the servers for these backup are not located in India but on cloud and hence there
is a factual statement in the audit report that the daily backup is not maintained in India. And this is a
fairly straightforward comment which was there in a in a large part of industry. Given this particular
requirement was introduced during the year only, there are no other adverse or negative comments
that we have in any of the other reports also. Thanks, Chairman. Back to you.

Mr. Vinayalc Deshpande (Chairman): Thank you. Amit, Thank you. Like to inform you that
Companies Act 2013 read with relevant rules the members the opportunity to exist their rights
through remote E voting, all terms of business to be collected and and materials each of eight. In fact 9
resoltitions are given in detail in the explanatory statement. Circling along with the notice convening the
business at this meeting includes 3 ordinary and 6 special Business. The same are follows under ordinary
business item number one to receive, consider and adopt the financial company for the financial year
ended march 2023 including the audited sheet as on 1st March 2023. The state of profit and loss for the
year ended on the and the and dial there on item number two under ordinary business to confirm the
payment of interim dividend of Rupees 62.5 equity share that is 20,10 and the fairly of Rupees 10 each
or the financial year ended March 2023. Item number three Ordinary Business to In place of the Vikas
Hello Identification number 0925036 and being available offers in free appointment under special
Business. Next one there is item 4 Vision of Mr. Sumith joshi then zero and 006 number 5 under Special
business revision in nomination and Remuneration of Mr. Malhotra and Education 53036 Item number
six under Special Business of Mr. Dibyendu Raychaudhury in 0974717 as a pre. In comparison the whole
time director Item number 7 Regular Additional directors 0359692 as an independent non executive
director of the company. For next item I would request joshi to take the and this please.
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Sumit Joshi: So item number B is part of special business is about Commission to the non executive

and independent directors of the company. I would request Chairman Vinayak Deshpande to take over

the proceedings of the meeting.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): OK. So then there is this last item remuneration to of the

cost auditors. Remote E voting was written to all of the rest of company on 22nd September 2023 being

date. The remote. Was available from 9:00 AM of 2023 till PM on 28th September 2023. The company

has engaged K Fin Technologies to provide evening facility also extending study of electronic voting. The

members attending the meeting who already cast their vote by members eligible to may size their right,

trust their votes through E voting system by same procedure of the voting. The E voting system and will

remain open during the proceedings of meeting and also 15 minutes to conclusion of the meeting.

Doctor Asim Chattopadhyaya Singh is going to be allotted for the remote e voting as well As for the

connecting being provided at meetings. Seek clarifications last on the agenda term set out. Notice I

understand members discussed to of speakers and with due to the speakers and the time, I request each

to be brief. Actually they are maximum 3 minutes depending to the other of this only.

Nitin Mittal (Company Secretary): Yeah. So, thank you. Yeah, thank you, Chairman.

So we have the list of members who have registered to share their views. Trust the registered members

speakers have ensured availability of the Technical Support as mentioned earlier during the meeting

including device with camera, webcam along with good network. To avoid any disruption while you

participate in the meeting through that device, we would request the registered speakers to come over

one when we call out your names to share your views or ask questions pertaining to the agenda of the

notice. So moderator please.

Moderator: Thank you Sir. Now I will call all the pre registered speakers I by I. The first registered

speaker is Mr. Binjan Singh Srimal from Kolkata. I request Mr. Binjan Singh to unmute and switch on the

camera to proceed further. Mr. Binjan.

Mr. Binjan Singh Srimal : Hello, Good morning, Sir. Am I audible?

Moderator: Yes. Sir. You’re audible, Sir. Please proceed Sir.

Mr. Binjan Singh SrimaI : Videos are not coming. Sir.

Moderator: Sir, you need to switch on your camera till the time you can proceed with your audio. Sir.

Mr. Binjan Singh Srimal : Camera is OK, Sir. Good morning Sir. This is BS Srimal CA. BS Srimal from

Calcutta. I am extremely grateful to the Chairman for giving me the opportunity to share my views and

thoughts at this AGM. Sir, I have few suggestions before I go to the accounts part of it. First of all, could

you tell me Sir what is the total number of attendance at this meeting? Then Sir, the reason of having the

meeting so late or balance sheet was signed long back on 20 this July. I feel that it should have been

done earlier because it is meeting, the lot of meeting is colliding at the same day. So in future if you can

have the meeting earlier, it will be helpful to the shareholder to participate and also if the meeting time

could be spread to afternoon. So it is here for the person, those who are involved in Stock Exchange

also to attend the meeting Number 3 Sir, I would like to know what is the total number of employees
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you have and the segregation of female and male worker in this. Then let me go to some of my
observation in the accounts part of it Sir Sir regarding unpaid and unclaimed dividend. There is lot of
problem nowadays with the shareholder. If the unpaid dividend is not in cash within five years, then it

will it will be going to the governments education department. Then it is very difficult for the
shareholder to recover it. So I would like to know what proactive steps you are taking to eliminate this
sort of problem for the shareholder. Then Sir, what is your total production capacity in total units you
have to date and how much of the capacity have been utilized to date? Then what is your future plan in
this regard? Till Then what is the future road map for the company for the next few years? Sir, with this
company at this present moment, you have a sales and turnover of only 2000 and odd crore. What is
your plan to achieve at least 5000 crore in the next how many years? If you could enlighten us Sir, since
Sir, what is your cost control measure you are adopting so that we have better profitability in future in
view of the inflation and other condition prevailing in the country? Sir, there is no signature, no
certification from CEO and CEO of the company. Would you tell us Sir, the reason of not publishing
that it gives more confidence to the shareholder when we get that certificate? Then Sir, there is no
disclosure of total salary paid to the Managing director, director, etc. And also the meeting fees then
Sir.

Moderator: Sir, request you to please wrap up your question Sir.

Mr. Binjan Singh Srimal : Yes. Then Sir, what is the total expenses of the Chairman office? So then
let me could you also tell us Mr. Vice Chairman was telling about the lot of orders they have received.
Could you give us the total order to date position of the total order under monetary value? Sir, I would
like to come to certain of my personal problem before the gathering. I am a shareholder of Philips for
last four decades and I have been allotted by virtue of that the share of this company. But somehow this
has been misplaced and lot. I am trying to get hold of it for last three years and your Vice Chair, Vice

Secretary Mr. Harvinder called. Kumar has helped me at the initial stage and the K Infotech asked me to

give the total dividend I have received during the whole of the year and I send my bank statement duly
scan but nothing no further. Things have been moved in the meantime. There was a KYC problem and I
have deposited my KYC properly and it has been approved I think. But about the issuing of the share,

there is problem left out. You will appreciate. I am a octogearian and the shares now at this stage could

not be transferred to anybody physically. So just taking an indemnity bond, they should issue a share
instead of making this a problematic for the general shareholder. So this is my request to you to kindly

look into it so that the shareholders can have a smooth ride in this matter. And then Sir before I close,

Sir, there is no e-mail address of the registered office and whenever we call the registered office, there

is nobody to take the phone. even the secretary. I tried my so nothing has been done. So I would be

grateful if you kindly look into the whole gamut of the matter, so that the shareholders are not being

having a great problem in future. With this. I conclude and I thank you very much for giving this

opportunity and hoping that my problem will be taken care of. Thank you very much.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Thank you. Thank you. This questions are noted. I think we

will answer all the questions at the end because they could common questions, but we have the the

questions as well as some of the issues that you think you clear up the course. OK. Can we proceed

with the next?
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Moderator: Sure, Sir. The next registered speaker is Mr. Puneet Kumar from New Delhi. I request Mr.

Puneet Kumar to unmute and switch on his camera to proceed further

Mr. Puneet Kumar: Am I audible?

Moderator: Yes, Sir. You’re audible. Sir. Please proceed, Sir.

Mr. Puneet Kumar: Number one, I would like to congratulate Mr. Sumit and his team for delivering

very good growth on sales, profits and dividend, all three. So as far as me, I am concerned, I have

nothing much to talk about except a few observations I. Three years back we both agreed on a

company, company to company comparison that this company is not good, not us. The other

competitor we were talking about with a similar equity and similar book value. They have a sales of 5.4

times than us and on top of it they have a capitalization which is 8 times us or 8.4 times us. I am talking

about the listed unofficial price and the sad part is they have been enjoying a price to equip earning ratio

which is almost 2.1 times of us. So what could be the various reason? I am not clear so I tried to explore

further. One their growth is 4 times ours 2, their employee cost also is as a percentage half of ours. So

these are the areas probably I don’t know you, you the management has to explore further in terms of

what could lead cc a higher growth and a higher P ratio because that’s what the market perceives it out

to be. And the last question is for Mr. Roy Chaudhary. I have a clarification that if we pay 62 point 5

per share on earning of 46.3, what I have studied is that the reserve should come down by 76 77.6

crores, but it has one up by 49.7 crores. What is the anomaly in this? Thank you so much. And I wish

the company continues to retain some money for growth and brand development than distributing

more than what it earns. Thank you so much.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Thank you. Thank you.

Moderator: Thank you, Sir. The next speaker is Mr. Bharti Sharaf from Kolkata. I request Mr. Bharti

Sharaf to unmute the audio switch on the camera to proceed further.

Mr. Bharti Sharaf: ‘1-1**’l t R’1C cU1t1 on W please just give me I minute 1-11.-hiLl

-llPi$l i R1i’i a4iaffWuT alk cp4tllThlul *IETh’I Hl 1’l4’ 2-Mt si’

‘Med ‘1cs’ aIiM {211?ët 11-1*cl’R ‘4Ndl ‘3fl c1clI arPiaft aft aft NRI ct w ‘ d”1ct

cj,q’-iI cflPuij

Wtf9J 3{TtT t1’ 111d 313T rQ.fr flIll S{ITTZU1 3R1 remuneration i a?I

fl3fTR1s S.l*1lc ø’lI a1*I@kI 2-J1

cplLtl W R5-qT aftz {‘fi c11L$1 *11th 3*4 ci’!1-LJam g&’Li*i * lcPl Sl 5 W41

45M ‘3d’l W ii *ThI 1-qJ * 5Z 33T T W EE11ET tti % cTh-i rM

RZ1T parliament i1 4-ll11 cI,1441 N% ft\,lail-l 2-fl j1t1 {1 *i1 WT MløJ t 2-fl aIlRli1

tIT Mllk 45t’1 zIl -H’l T 2-ft developmentitft *IHI”l ‘i-ft ,c1t4 ll 2-ftWZ1t

ri @ZlLhi iIt *ThT 41 2-ft u’tlll uthll NId ct4ll levLl Mtñ 3P.Tk VTZ t *N*thlti zjf

aN3fladlMl11$gflzñi1ui
tT N’II 3?R TZ laRil T ffi ?RT1 Z{ ‘-3Ol cIl14ll * YC 4T 3ITUZ&F ‘31TT[ ‘*üIr -

IT1 J41F2l uI” c1lqi1 1 TZ IIcI 2-fl Hll SlLl’ccte4 * cp4ril’1l * 5ft 2-fl d’lctl

‘3’ grQc1lj2cplNHl dT!3fIMWICII.1 tU[2NT cP’cll 3{ñ Sun SlLHcltJ cp4t1111 *tig
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healthy, wealthy, prosperity safety 3ITF€{4T1T I11RH N41 3f1%1 4jclløld’l HISi -ll ‘3{T4NI
E145Z cfrull cPlLt 3{ft3 1II ‘3ITQTI dl WtTUTTZWt ‘41 31TZTft -1c4lc Nctl’

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Thank you.

Moderator: Thank you, Sir. The next registered speaker is Mr. Yousuf Younus Rangwala from Mumbai.
Currently he is not available sir. We will move on to the next registered speaker Mr. Manoj Kumar
Gupta from kolkata. I request Mr. Manoj Kumar to unmute his audio switch on the camera to proceed
further.

Mr. Manoj Kumar: Good morning respected chairman. Board of directors fellow shareholders. My
name is Manoj Kumar Gupta. I’m a pretty shareholder of Signi’ing Innovations India Ltd First of all I
thanks to our Vice Chairman and CEO and his entire team for excellent result of the company for the

year 22-23 and an excellent dividend of rupees 62 per share. And Sir, I thanks to the company secretary
and his team for help us to join this meeting through VC. Sir, I have some few observations how you
face the competition, How you will face the competition in your business. There is a lot of competition

in your business. Now the system has entire changed after change the regime in Delhi. 11•t 51

1TRRZ5T I ‘i-Il 3TIW1 L1lR1*1 first come first serve basis After

tender or tender we open policy here.3fl d* Sftt cila’&c 3IPt 3UWTI 1 t R]all CA f9T
L.IIR1t11 lgI 3Z3{W 5ftgrow 3PTt ‘3Ntvice L1t-1 ctl9 5J

?fTopening semi political typhoon cllLll NT i ZFI ‘3{1 tEU
TZ1T ‘3tP G o dil ?t1N reservations bills c1la tit 31N Mt QhRT

lffEJ 341J h TRT & new metro station stadium

3& ‘3{NT W roll G o 1l11 Rig HenergyUW ‘3ft ‘1Tt1QJ?JtTE1Q{T Rlll U

What will he your role in that growth of the country? And why are you not supplying to the

government hospital and private hospitals? And Sir have you any plans to install a new Greenfield project

or brownfield project? And Sir. CSR may offer total expanded amount 31Ttl45T total expenditure

[d’1l 2.IT ,3{tñTTIttTTCSR 5T{I Infrastructure will develop because our beloved Prime Minister is

focusing to create a new infrastructure system in t’e country. So infrastructure 3{TR if1it fTT?J

breeze M i1lgto ITZ ‘zId Tf afrz 3{- 5f1 SPN T{ Qg4-1
zW).IIH lall Z3Si 3lW ‘31l$H U F]kl h1FT I strongly support the

non executive director of Commission fElT Fc1-1l 4l[L. I2-1t ft Zj 3INT fN zjft fli*i

tUP1 tiIit change on law corporate Act 2013 * .RiE1 i1* NT NET flF Sl4ø

4?It utH-I NT *1l tll$ll -1’1 U1Rft 45 fl .lki4 ullL4l w41e zft
ci’’ Rs ‘JllThIl I strongly support 5N 3’1ct Hf ø’F1l’ fEff H1I1 1T 3{ft5

{IJ Nt t,g- Zn Zn 3TI? ‘.SI”l ‘3{ft fi l&sll 6 tlI 3ft
5J i-i TIIN *H ‘3hz U1t strongly support ‘clI 45N W Sir unpaid dividend The

company secretary knows the law has changed. If if the investor will not in cash for seven years. Entire

holding will go to investor education before do that you can put their name on your website. If the

investor will open their website your website. If they find their name they can claim from the company

secretary and Sir expenses has gone up. So how you will reduce the expenses and sale is a very low Sir
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2000 crore rupees. Take a positive step to ask the inspired marketing team to increase the sale volume.
Dividend is 62. We do not require but try to increase the sale.

Moderator: Sir, request you to please wrap up your question Sir.

Mr. Manoj Kumar: Hello Sft Z1T ‘3114 c1dl R1,RrN,c1 AGM R’FuIci’vi

2fl

K Fin

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): GO ahead Manoj ji

Mr. Manoj Kumar: {{ 3114 MNC t-i1 * MNC tL4’41 % MNC attend RTqT fli-w’
AGM \?jC1I 3PT?T August 29th September AGM 5]?1 ct’clI 1R * AGM c1’UII

Iiti 1ctI’JC*1 lSS ø*l 1l t’t w MNC

company 3I1{ WT 3{tt F[s T4 ctti-D W 3W5T tT R1dI[?1*1H zn FiFaatt a?t ajq
* Ct4J.LjF’*1113T1 ‘‘IMI 3ffR 29th September AGM 4W ctI zU 3114

tl rJl

24 Zft *3114 HIS zft 311q

qes
ll31191èll

Mr. Vinayak Deshparide (Chairman): Manoji F 3119 IGc1H tj-l’ll ‘J-ftI41 manoj ji lets stick to the

agenda lets not go we are discussing company and company matters

Mr. Manoj Kumar: We will write to the apparent company is a problem. You should ask the vice

chairman to look into this matter seriously.31Ttt ‘1—1l :Elwa E 41 I close my speech. but this is not fair.

In the open decorum that you do not want to listen,

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): This is, this is. Well, let’s go ahead. Yeah.

Mr. Manoj Kumar: No, no. OK. If you have problem, then OK.

Moderator: Manoj ji Manoj ji . Manoj ji , if you have any other relevant points on the agenda. please go

ahead.

Mr. Manoj Kumar: No, no, I will notice.

Moderator: Alright,

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Moderator let’s go ahead We can.

Moderator: Yeah. No, he’s dropped. he’s dropped. Thank you, Sir. The next registered speaker is Mr.

Sripal Singh. He’s not available at this point of time, Sir. Then we’ll move to the next speaker. He’s next

speaker is Mr. Rahul Gupta from Mumbai. He’s also not available at this point of time, Sir. The next

speaker is Mr. Taraknath Chakrabarti. He’s also not available, Sir. Mr. Mahesh Kumar Bhumna also next
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speaker is not available. And the last speaker is Mr. Amit Kumar Banerjee. He’s joined but he’s not done

the audio test. So so that he cannot participate in the meeting Sir with this we have completed all the

speakers and I hand over the chair back to you sir. Thank you.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): OK. So Nitin

Nitin Mittal (Company Secretary): Yes Sir. So I think thank you to all the shareholders for their

very valuable suggestions and also comments with this we believe we have heard all the views of our

speaker sharenolders. I would now request the Chairman to take over the proceedings of the meeting.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): Yeah. OK. So we heard the shareholders for that I want to

request Sumith joshi Managing director respond to the questions and relations that this discussion with

the shareholders. Sumit.

Sumit Joshi: Yeah. So first Chairman I Manoj Ji Hani like in the idea is never to not listen. I think it was

always to make sure that everybody gets enough time to to share the, the concerns, the questions, the

observations. Now I’m going to club this into multiple things. There were questions on the first question

was on how, why are we doing this meeting so late. I think this is something which because we signed

the balance sheet much earlier. So we will take that into consideration and see how soon, sooner than

this is something which we need to do the AGM, I think it’s a fair question that we are doing it too late.

So we will next year look at doing it earlier than 29th of September for sure, maybe early part of

September, end of August is what we will also try and try and do it. The other question Shrimalji asked

on on the future road map, you know he has an issue with the, so there were some secretarial

questions on issue of the issue of the share is not being got. So I think maybe Nitin you can tackle some

of those you know questions on why this is taking time. Do you have any answer or you’re going to get

back.

Nitin Mittal (Company Secretary): So I will answer all the secretary questions at the end, so that’s

fine.

Sumit Joshi: Alright. Then there was a question on overall revenue and why the growth is less or

more. So we have a I 1% kind of a growth. What we and Punitji also raised questions around equity

book value. Why is it so I don’t know what is the rate at which our company is being traded off, off

offline because I think it’s very difficult to do compare that with companies which are created, you

know, getting getting traded on the stock exchanges. But the numbers Punithji, which you shared, I

would personally want to have some data from you on this because if I know correctly, I think there is

not one company in India which is only doing what we are doing. We are the only lighting company in

India. There are companies which have lighting, which have different durables, which have cables, which

have you know different electrical goods with them and there used to be a couple of them which are

which were more on light. But I think its only fair for us to compare the lighting revenues and lighting

you know performance versus the performance of our company. We continue to hold leadership role

and relationship position across all all the segments. Obviously there are few segments which we are

going after far more because they are more profitable segments for us, They are less commoditized

segment for us. We also launched a sub brand or a second brand called Eco Link to basically manage the

commodity side of the business even not at the lowest end of the market but also making sure that

there is a laddering which is there across. We continue to hold the market leader position across all
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segments to get we are the market leaders in our lighting revenue. We continue to be at the site maybe

double of any other lighting company. Obviously there are two areas which is the part of the market

where we have seen a lot of local players not Chinese who have come in. I think that has a the industry

at the bottom end I have what we have tried multiple times is that if we have to reduce our price then

we can get volumes but the industry will come completely because everybody will started for the which

is there in this, So we are going to in a balanced way having things growth without any profits is what we

are after. We need to have a very, very sustainable business for us and our stakeholders so that we are

able to invest in our future technologies. We are the company which invests the maximum amount of

R&D globally. We spend $5 and development towards you know technologically advanced kind of

solutions for for the lighting products. Last year we also got into in a small way into a electrical category

of fans. I think we have just kind of starting there but we need to see we are not going to deviate from

our our focus on lighting because that’s what we know the best and we will continue to talk some that

when first which Punith ji said times imposed is I half, I 1/2 times equity, 5.4 book value etc. I think that

is something which you you know me you have to just get me the data. I don’t know which company are

you talking about because in my knowledge there is not one company which is only doing lighting. There

are different parts of the business which they do and also I think conventional is the biggest part of our

business which is continuing to decline. And I think in coming time that business will be less than 5% of

our revenue. It has already come down significantly. It used to be 100 percent. 780 years, 910 years

back. Now it is maybe around 10%, 9 to 10% of our business. So 90% of that business has vanished and

we have been able to get into the newer technology and continue to be in the leadership position when

the transition has happened to the new technology as well. But Punith ji, if you are able to give me the,

give me the details of this company which you are talking about, maybe I will get more into details and

really understand why these figures and if there is something for us to learn from, yes, we will learn

from that. Again, I am I’m saying that we will not go for growth which is going to be value eroding and

profitability eroding growth and that is the way we have been doing the business. Manoj who is not

there but he asked about competition stadiums, how many stadiums we have won. I’m very happy to tell

you that most of the stadiums which World Cup will be played is lit by by your company G20. We

played a big role in terms of you know, there was a lot of beautification projects which kind of came up

during that. He also said that q€ WW ‘3f’{ ‘tW 3{Z * 5’ ø,’*itii I don’t think that was the

way our company ever operated even before at a conventional time or now. There is nothing which

happens by going inside and nothing of that sort. I think we completely work on the specifications now if

there are good specifications then then we are able to win the projects. And for the specifications which

are moderate, we are also working out on a cost modeling which is very, very significant cost downs

which we are driving to make sure that we are able to participate without compromising on our quality

and assurance on our products. So that is what we continue to do. He also asked what is the Greenfield

projects, which we have got Greenfield projects. We had two factories, one which used to manufacture

CFLI. All of you are aware that we sold that factory because CELl business came to 0. It’s a conventional

business. We also have a Warodara factory which is incandescent of you know lamp factory where we

export a lot of things as well. But world over conventional lighting is declining and a lot of countries

have actually put a ban on on this lighting, these lighting products. We have started our LED

manufacturing in that factory as well. So we are ramping up. We participated in ElI scheme which was

offered by the government where we invested in creating capacity for for the LED lighting there and the

capacity which we have created there. Srimali ji your question was how much of the capacity utilization

is there on conventional side of the business. The capacity utilization is lower because you know it is
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going down. But as we are converting a lot of those areas into LED, on the LED capacity which we are

put in, I think we are at around 80% of the capacity utilization, 80 to 85% on the LED part of the part of

the business when it he also Srimali ji who asked about you know disclosures about managing director,

you know salary or disclosure about certification. And I think if you go through the annual report, all of

that is there, its all disclosed very, very clearly. So if you haven’t got the copy of the annual report, I

think Secretariat will make sure you get that report so that all the declarations, everything is, is

everything is there. The other question which I want to talk about is the suggestion which came that you

know do not give so much of dividend rather invest in, into brand, invest into into growing our

company. I mean that always is an endeavor which we have and we always evaluate. Are there

possibilities for us to go and acquire companies which are even in terms of acquisition or what all do we

need to do to push the brand into into the higher levels. We keep doing all our brand related

researches. We don’t compromise on that and we look at which are the segments where we need to

focus on. The world has become far more digital. So a lot of our spends are going to happen on the

digital part of the medium. So we continue to invest behind brand, but we are very, very strict in terms

of the returns which we are able to get from the any investment which we are going to be making. We

haven’t in India till now found any, any reasonable, you know acquisition possibility which is going to add

to our in a longer term to our revenue as well as our profitability and make it much better. But we will

always be on a lookout because we don’t have those kind of opportunities. I think it’s only right because

our company doesn’t need cash. We have, we have been a cash rich company. We don’t want to. If

there is no use of the cash then I think it is always better to give it back to the shareholder. So that’s

what we continue to look at. There is also a policy, you would have seen that last year when the

COVID was there, we had reduced our dividend to make sure that we are well equipped to manage any

any cycle in the business from a cash standpoint and we don’t do that this year. You saw that our while

our earnings are lower than the dividend which we are which we are giving. I think it’s a cycle. It is going

to come back. So we have a dividend policy which is if there is not much of use for the for the cash

either in operational expense or in the investment, then I think the policy is to return the money as we

saw that we were adequately provided for in terms of the cash, we only thought that it’s great to return

the money to the shareholders. But what that means is obviously the next year our availability of the

PBT and the tax after the PAT and the cash and the profits which will be there. We will have to modify

our dividend going forward basis the position we at that point in time. Then there was a question on

CSR. We have a very, very clear CSR policy which also is there in the annual you know report which

you have got. We have detailed out all the projects which we basically do. All of them are edited

projects and we have been staying with CSR projects for a long period of time. It’s been a very clear

four to five areas which we go, go ahead, whether it is about school program or whether about our

village, villages, lighting, sports, how do we bring sports and bring you know to the rural areas,

unserviced kind of areas. We also do a lot of things when there is a natural calamity which hits and

humanitarian lighting is required and healthcare also is one of the things where we want to bring light to

people who are who really need it. So I think all of that is there in our annual report. So if you are able

to go through that including the spends, which we do, we always spend whatever is mandatorily

required and maybe sometimes even more than what is required from the mandatory standpoint. There

was also a question that what are we doing when the Chandrayan happened. I think I am very happy to

tell you that ISRO is a very, very key customer of ours. So most of the launching sites which which are

there and most of the ISRO installations and ISRO facilities actually have Philips branded lights there, Of

course, we didn’t have a light or a panel on a Chandrayaan, but people who are who are working on
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Chandrayaan absolutely worked under under our lights. Then there were a question about women

empowerment, How are we looking at it? See there is a very clear strategy which we have to increase

participation of women in workforce and there are different parts of the organization. There is sales,

there is functional organization, marketing, supply chain finance and every part of the organization. We

have increased our women workforce. I think the change in the technology also helps to get more

women in the manufacturing side of it, right. So when the LED manufacturing starts happening, it’s far

more electronics and you need you know women are far more adept and physically better in terms of

putting those assemblies together on electronic components which are very, very small components. So

across all areas we we have increased women participation in the commercial part of the organization.

We are around 18% of women. There is a global commitment that we have the in the higher managerial

levels we will increase participation of women and we will make it double. That’s what we are looking at.

So that is what we are we are going to go for. In some areas it’s easier to get workforce, in some areas

it becomes difficult. So for example if there are rural sales positions which come up, we always wait to

see and always want to give chance to women to come on board and do our sales. But sometimes it’s

just difficult to get those women, women around. So I think I have covered most of the questions, Nitin

and I think there were several questions on on the secretarial including K Fin and time of meeting about

that. So please answer that

Nitin Mittal (Company Secretary): Yes, yes. So thank you. Thank you, Sumit for the explanations.

Mr. Srimal’s question on some of the secretarial points, one is on the attendance of the meeting. I think

there is an adequate quorum for this meeting which is present. Also why we did this meeting late.

Generally, we do our meetings by August as you would have seen in the last seven years. But this year

due to some conflicts and meetings, we had to do it ate. So there is no other reason for that. But we

have noted your point and next time we will also try to do the meeting in the afternoon so that

maximum shareholders can join. Also on your point of your shared transfer, I think I have just been

informed by K Fintech, I think there is some procedure to be followed because there are strict Sebi

guidelines on preventing frauds impersonation and that is why we need these forms and documents

signed by you. We will again mail it to you. Please Sir if you can cooperate in fulfilling the procedure. I

think it is helpful not only for you but for other shareholders as well. But we will help you Sir to do that

to the extent possible. But we will have to follow the procedure. Also on Co CFO certification Sir, it is

only required for listed companies but the disclosure of MD salary, director salary, sitting fees,

everything is there in the annual report and that you can see you also asked the question of registered

office e-mail. I think it is mentioned in the annual report and you can always contact deputy company

secretary myself as well for any questions or points that you have. There is one more point on

corporate secretarial is CSR expense, I think yeah sumith sir also mentioned, it is there in the annual

report Manoj ji, So you can go through the total expense Also how these expenses have been spent

over different projects that we have in CSR and unpaid amount correctly transferred after seven years.

We have been also taking the initiative of informing a lot of these shareholders who are not claiming. So

I would request all shareholders to please update the records with correct e-mail, correct address so

that we can inform you of dividend of reports on time, but some some of some of them are not doing it.

So I would request all of you to please update your personal details so that we can service you more in

a better manner. I think I have mostly answered all the questions of Secretary, maybe there are few

points from the CFQ which they basically can answer.
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Dibyendur Roy: Yeah. So there was one question on. So I would like to clarify the interim dividend
declared during the were declared subsequent to the year end of 31st March 2023. Hence the same will
be reflected in the reserves for the financial year 23-24. So that answers the query on reserves. Back to

you Nitin.

Nitin Mittal (Company Secretary): Alright Sir. So I would request the Chairman Sir to take over.

Mr. Vinayak Deshpande (Chairman): OK, thank you. I thank all, thank you and sharing your views

on to us. I trust your questions have been answered by now. This concludes the formal business of this
meeting. I thank you and declare the meeting as closed. I again request the members who are not cast
they would be voting to do so by availing the E Voting facility which is still available 15 more minutes.
The results of E Voting as the elected voting done AGM today committed by D Chattopadhyay or
through his authorized representative in the not other than PM on December 23. I authorized the
Secretary to the result of voting I PM on 30th September the updated website of the company. In due
course the same would be durable part of the settings of this AGM. Once again, I like all of you for your

support. Thanks.


